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The recent intriguing measurements of RK and RK∗ are important hints of new physics
that violates lepton universality. We analyze the semileptonic decays b → s`+`− in the
framework of the B − L extension of Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
with Inverse Seesaw (BLSSMIS). A salient feature of this model is that one of the right-
handed sneutrino can be light and the neutrino Yukawa couplings are of order one. We show
that the box diagram mediated by right-handed sneutrino, higgsino-like chargino, and light
stop can account simultaneously for both RK and RK∗ . Therefore, while the MSSM cannot
explain the RK and RK∗ anomalies, the BLSSMIS can account for them, where a significant
lepton flavor non-universality might stem from large neutrino Yukawa couplings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) are considered as the best indirect probes for
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). They are particularly sensitive to New Physics (NP),
due to their very large suppressions in the SM. Recently, the LHCb collaboration has reported an
interesting result [1] for the ratio RK = BR(B
+ → K+µ+µ−)/BR(B+ → K+e+e−). They found
that for dilepton invariant mass-squared 1 ≤ q2 ≤ 6 GeV2, RK is given by
RK = 0.745
+0.090
−0.074 ± 0.036. (1)
This measurement of lepton non-universality parameter differs from the SM expectation: RSMK =
1 ± 0.01 [2] by 2.6σ. This result is similar to another finding by LHCb collaboration [3], where
they measured the ratio RK∗ = BR(B
0 → K∗0µ+µ−)/BR(B0 → K∗0e+e−) and found that
RK∗ = 0.69
+0.11
−0.07 ± 0.05 1.1 GeV2 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2, (2)
which again is less than the SM prediction: RSMK∗ ' 1 [2] by 2.5σ. The theoretical uncertainties
in calculating BR(B → K`+`−) is essentially canceled in both RK and RK∗ . Thus, confirming
these discrepancies would make them very clean signal of NP [4]. Recently, there has been growing
interest in exploring NP scenarios that may explain these anomalies [5–28]. In this paper we
argue that the BLSSMIS one-loop box diagram, generated by right-handed sneutrino, light stop,
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2and higgsino-like chargino, can account for the discrepancy between the experimental results of
RK &RK∗ and SM expectations. It is worth mentioning that in the MSSM large contributions
to the non-universal lepton processes are not allowed [29, 30]. Even in the MSSM with R-parity
violating interactions, it was explicitly shown that enhancing the corresponding loop contribution
to b→ s anomalies is restricted by the experimental constrained on the R-parity violating coupling
and also the mass of the sfermions [31]. Therefore, one concludes the MSSM predictions for both
RK and RK∗ are almost identical to their SM values, hence it can not account for the recent
observed anomalies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explain these anomalies
within non-minimal SUSY model, based on extension of MSSM gauge group. In this model, as
detailed below, new interacting couplings and new particles are naturally introduced that allow for
a new loop contribution with important impacts on b→ s`+`− anomalies.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide the effective Hamiltonian of b→ s `+`−
transition and briefly review the general expressions of RK and RK∗ with NP effects. The BLSSMIS
model is introduced in section 3, with emphasis on lightest right-handed sneutrino mass and mixing.
Section 4 is devoted for new right-handed sneutrino contribution to RK and RK∗ . Our numerical
analysis is presented in section 5. Finally our conclusions and prospects are give in section 6.
II. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN AND RK/RK∗ EXPRESSIONS
The effective Hamiltonian for b→ s `+`− transition can be written as
Heff =
∑
i
(Ci(µb)Qi(µb)+C˜i(µb)Q˜i(µb)) + h.c., (3)
where Qi(µb) are the ∆B = 1 transition operators, evaluated at the renomalization scale µb '
O(mb). The relevant operators for our process are given by
Q7γ =
mb
e
(s¯σµνPRb)Fµν , (4)
Q9 = (s¯γ
µPLb)(¯`γ
µ`), (5)
Q10 = (s¯γ
µPLb)(¯`γ
µγ5`). (6)
The operators Q˜i and Wilson coefficients C˜i are obtained from Qi and Ci, respectively, by replacing
L↔ R. In the SM, the electromagnetic dipole operator Q7γ and semi-leptonic operators Q9,10 give
the leading contributions to b→ s `+`−. The Wilson coefficients Ci(µ) at a lower scale µb = O(mb)
can be extrapolated by the corresponding ones at high scale µW = O(mW ) as
3Ci(µb) =
∑
j
Uˆ(µb, µW )ijCj(µW ), (7)
where the evolution matrix Uˆ(µb, µW ) is given in Ref.[32, 33]. The numerical values of the SM
Wilson coefficients for both b→ sµ+µ− and b→ se+e−, corresponding to the central values of SM
parameters are given at the Electro-Weak (EW) scale by [34]: C7γ = −0.17×10−8, C9 = 0.1×10−8
and C10 = −0.39×10−8. These coefficients lead to BR(B+ → K+µ+µ−) = BR(B+ → K+e+e−) =
1.1× 10−7, hence RSMK = 1.
With NP effects in b→ s `+`−, RK and RK∗ can be written as follows [35]:
RK ' 1 + ∆+, (8)
RK∗ ' 1 + ∆+ + p (∆− −∆+), (9)
where ∆± are defined by
∆± =
2
|CSM9 |2 + |CSM10 |2
[
Re
(
CSM9 (C
NP,µ
9 ± C
′µ
9 )
∗
)
+ Re
(
CSM10 (C
NP,µ
10 ± C
′µ
10)
∗
)
− (µ→ e)
]
. (10)
The parameter p is function of q2min and q
2
max, such that p(1 GeV
2, 6 Gev2) ∼ 0.86 [35]. Here we
assumed CNPi  CSMi , so only linear terms of CNPi /CSMi is kept in the expressions of RK and RK∗ .
III. B − L SUPERSYMMETRIC STANDARD MODEL WITH INVERSE SEESAW
The TeV scale BLSSMIS is based on the gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)B−L,
where the U(1)B−L is spontaneously broken by chiral singlet superfields ηˆ1,2 with B − L charge
= ±1 [37]. A gauge boson Z ′ and three chiral singlet superfields νˆi with B − L charge = −1 are
introduced for the consistency of the model. Finally, three chiral singlet superfields sˆ1 with B −L
charge = +2 and three chiral singlet superfields sˆ2 with B − L charge = −2 are considered to
implement the inverse seesaw mechanism [40]. The particle content of this model, as well as the
different charge assignments of each superfield, is provided in Table I.
The superpotential of this model is given by
W = YuQˆHˆ2Uˆ
c + YdQˆHˆ1Dˆ
c + YeLˆHˆ1Eˆ
c + YνLˆHˆ2νˆ
c + Ysνˆ
cηˆ1sˆ2 + µHˆ1Hˆ2 + µ
′ηˆ1ηˆ2. (11)
Here, as in the MSSM, we assume that W is invariant under R-parity, which is defined as
(−1)3(B−L)+2s, so that the lightest SUSY particle is stable. We also assume that the superfields
4Qˆi Uˆ
c
i Dˆ
c
i Lˆi Eˆ
c
i νˆ
c
i sˆ1 sˆ2 Hˆ1 Hˆ2 ηˆ1 ηˆ2
SU(3)c 3 3¯ 3¯ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SU(2)L 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
U(1)Y
1
6 − 23 13 − 12 1 0 0 0 − 12 12 0 0
U(1)
B−L
1
3 -
1
3 -
1
3 −1 1 1 2 −2 0 0 1 −1
TABLE I: Chiral superfields of the BLSSMIS and their quantum numbers under SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×
U(1)B−L.
νˆ, χ1,2 and sˆ2 are even under matter parity, while sˆ1 is an odd particle, so that a large mass term
Msˆ1sˆ2 is prevented [37]. The soft SUSY breaking terms are given by
−Lsoft = m2q˜ij q˜∗i q˜j +m2u˜ij u˜∗i u˜j +m2d˜ij d˜∗i d˜j +m2l˜ij l˜∗i l˜j +m2e˜ij e˜∗i e˜j +m2H2 |H2|2 +m2H1 |H1|2 +m2η1 |η1|2
+ m2η2 |η2|2 +m2ν˜ ν˜c∗i ν˜cj +m2s˜2 s˜2c∗i s˜2cj +
[
Y Auij q˜iu˜jH2 + Y
A
dij q˜id˜jH1 + Y
A
eij l˜ie˜jH1 + Y
A
νijL˜iν˜
c
jH2
+ Y Asij ν˜
c
i s˜2
c
jη1 +BµH2H1 +Bµ
′η1η2 +
1
2
Maλ
aλa +MBB′B˜B˜′ + h.c.
]
,
where (Y Af )ij = (Yf )ijAij , the tilde denotes the scalar components of the chiral superfields as well
as the fermionic components of the vector superfields and λa are fermionic components of the
vector superfields. For more details of the BLSSMIS and the minimization of the corresponding
scalar potential, see Ref.[37].
The B − L symmetry is radiatively broken by the non-vanishing VEVs 〈Reη0i 〉 = v
′
i√
2
(i = 1, 2)
while the EW one by the non-zero VEVs 〈ReH0u,d〉 = vu,d/
√
2, with v =
√
v2u + v
d
2 = 246 GeV,
v′ =
√
v′21 + v′22 ' O(1) TeV and the ratio of these VEVs are defined as tanβ = vu/vd and
tanβ′ = v′1/v′2 [36]. In this case, the conditions for the (B − L) radiative symmetry breaking
implies that µ′ can be determined in terms of M ′Z and SUSY soft breaking terms, i.e., ∼ O(1)
TeV. After B −L and EW symmetry breaking, the neutrino Yukawa interaction terms lead to the
following expression:
Lνm = mD ν¯Lνc +MR ν¯cS2 + h.c., (12)
where mD =
1√
2
Yνvu and MR =
1√
2
Ysv
′
1. In this framework, the light neutrino masses are related
to a small mass term µsS
2
2 in the Lagrangian, with µs ∼ O(1) KeV, which can be generated at
the B − L scale through a non-renormalisable higher order term χ41S22
M3
, where M is the mass of a
heavy state whose loop(s) or tree-level tadpole diagrams generate the corresponding higher order
term (M ' 106 in our case).Therefore, one finds that the neutrinos mix with the fermionic singlet
fields to build up the following 9× 9 mass matrix, in the basis (νL, νc, S2):
5Mν =

0 mD 0
mTD 0 MR
0 MTR µs
 . (13)
The diagonalisation of the mass matrix, Eq. (13), leads to the following light and heavy neutrino
masses, respectively:
mνl = mDM
−1
R µs(M
T
R )
−1mTD, (14)
mνh = mνH′ =
√
M2R +m
2
D. (15)
Thus, the light neutrino masses can be of order eV, with TeV scale MR, if µs MR, and order one
Yukawa coupling Yν . Such a large coupling is crucial for testing the BLSSM-IS and probing the
heavy (s)neutrinos at the LHC. The light neutrino mass matrix in Eq. (14) must be diagonalized
by the physical neutrino mixing matrix UMNS, i.e.,
UTMNSmνlUMNS = m
diag
νl
≡ diag{mν1 ,mν2 ,mν3}. (16)
Therefore, the Dirac neutrino mass matrix, mD, can be expressed through modified Casas-Ibarra
parameterization [38, 39] as follows:
mD = UMNS
√
mdiagνl X
√
µˆs
−1
MˆR, (17)
where X is an arbitrary orthogonal matrix. Here, we define the basis for three generations of
right-handed sneutrino superfields νˆc and three generations of additional singlet superfields S2 by
demanding MR to be diagonal U
†
SM
T
RUνc = Mˆ
ii
R and µˆs is defined as µˆs = U
†
SµsUS . Note that
the rotation matrix US is fixed by diagonalizing the mass matrix µs. Then one can find Uνc that
diagonalizes MR as U
†
νc = U
†
S .M
T
R .(M
diag
R )
−1, where MdiagR is determined by the eigenvalues of MR.
The matrix V that diagonalizes the 9× 9 neutrino mass matrixMν , i.e., V TMνV =Mdiagν , is
given by
V =
 V3×3 V3×6
V6×3 V6×6
 , (18)
with the matrix V3×3 is given by V3×3 '
(
1− 12FF T
)
UMNS ≈ UMNS, where F = mDM−1R . This
ensures that the mixing matrix UMNS remains almost unitary, up to small deviation of order
<∼ O(10−2). The matrix V3×6 is defined as V3×6 = (03×3, F )V6×6. Finally, V6×6 is the matrix
that diagonalize the {νR, S2} mass matrix. The spectrum of heavy neutrinos is determined by the
6diagonal mass matrix, MR, whose elements are free parameters, of order TeV and can be in normal
or inverted hierarchy.
We now turn to consider the right-handed sneutrino spectrum, as the left-handed sneutrino
sector almost remains as in the MSSM. If we write ν˜R and S˜2 (the scalar components of the
superfields νˆ and sˆ2) as ν˜R =
1√
2
(ν˜+R + i ν˜
−
R ) and S˜2 =
1√
2
(S˜+2 + i S˜
−
2 ), then the CP-even/odd
sneutrino mass matrix is given by [37, 41]
M2± =

m2ν˜R +m
2
D +M
2
R − 12M2Z′ cos 2β′ ±MR(AS + µ′ cotβ′)
±MR(AS + µ′ cotβ′) m2S˜2 +M
2
R +M
2
Z′ cos 2β
′
 , (19)
where m2ν˜R and m
2
S˜2
are the soft scalar mass matrices and AS is the trilinear coupling, which is
also a (3 × 3)-matrix. In our analysis, for simplicity, we assume that these matrices are diagonal.
The mass eigenvalues of M2± are given by
m2ν˜∓ =
1
2
(m2ν˜R +m
2
S˜2
+m2D) +M
2
R +
1
4
M2Z′ cos 2β
′
∓
√
(m2ν˜R −m2S˜2 +m
2
D) +M
2
R −
3
2
M2Z′ cos 2β
′)2 + 4MR(AS + µ′ cotβ′). (20)
Therefore, if µ′ and AS are of order mν˜R and MR, i.e., ∼ O(1) TeV, then the eigenvalue m2ν˜−
could the lightest sneutrinos, of order O(100) GeV [42]. It can be even the lightest supersymmetric
particle and becomes a viable candidate of dark matter [42]. It is a feature of BLSSM with Inverse
seesaw that stems from the large values of Yν . Note that due to suppressed couplings of right-
handed sneutrino with SM particles, it survives the current LHC constraints, which are essentially
imposed on the left-handed sneutrinos. We call the lightest sneutrino as ν˜1 although it is the fourth
sneutrino in the mass eigenstate list. Finally, the decomposition of ν˜1 is given by
ν˜1 =
3∑
j=1
ZR1j(ν˜R)j +
3∑
k=1
ZR1k(S˜2)k, (21)
where ZR1j =
1√
2
(1, 0, 0) and ZR1k =
1√
2
(1, 0, 0).
IV. NEW BLSSMIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO RK/RK∗
In the BLSSMIS, the SUSY contribution to b → s`+`− can be dominated by the box diagram
shown in Fig. 1, where charginos, light stop, and the lightest right-handed sneutrino are exchanged.
Other heavy right-handed sneutrinos, included in our numerical analysis, will have a negligible
7effect. SUSY contributions through penguin diagrams, have subdominant effects and do not lead
to any lepton non-universality. One can show that this box diagram may generate scalar, vector,
and tensor effective operators. However with neglecting Yukawa couplings of light fermions (keeping
only top and neutrino Yukawa couplings), one finds that the leading contributions to the Wilson
coefficients C9 and C10 are given by:
b st˜
ν˜
R1ℓ− ℓ−
χ− χ−
FIG. 1: The box diagram contributing b → s`+`− decay in the BLSSMIS, with charginos, light stop and
the lightest right-handed sneutrino exchange.
C9 = (BLL+BLR), C
′
9 =(BRR+BRL), (22)
C10 = (BLL−BLR), C ′10 =(BRR−BRL), (23)
where BRR = BLR = BRL = 0, while BLL is given by
B`LL = −Γ
diχ˜
+
j u˜
∗
k
L Γ
d¯iχ˜
−
j u˜k
R Γ
¯`
iχ˜
−
j ν˜
R
k
R Γ
`iχ˜
+
j ν˜
R
k
L ×D27(m2χ˜−i ,m
2
χ˜−j
,m2u˜k ,m
2
ν˜Rl
). (24)
The non-vanishing of BLL, only, can be understood from the fact that our box contribution,
mediated essentially by ν˜R and t˜R must have left-handed external fermions, so that it becomes
proportional to the large Yukawa couplings Yν and Yt. In this respect, the charginos involved in
this box diagram should be higgsino-like.
The non-vanishing couplings (in our approximation) are given by
Γ
¯`
iχ˜
−
j ν˜
R
k
R = −
1√
2
[
g2
3∑
a=1
ZRkaU
`
L,iaVj1 −
3∑
b=1
3∑
a=1
Y ∗ν,abZ
R
k3+aU
`
L,ibVj2
]
, (25)
Γ
d¯iχ˜
−
j u˜k
R = −
[
g2
3∑
a=1
Zu∗kaU
d
L,iaVj1 −
3∑
b=1
3∑
a=1
Y ∗u,abZ
u∗
k3+aU
d
L,ibVj2
]
, (26)
with ΓL = Γ
∗
R. Here we assume that quark mixing matrix is given by U
d
L = VCKM and the lepton
mixing matrix is given by U `L = UMNS . Also we assume that the right-handed sneutrino and
up-squark mass matrices are diagonalized by ZR and Zu, respectively, and chargino mass matrix
8is diagonalized by U and V . The loop function D27(xi, xj , xk, xl) is given by [43]
D27(xi, xj , xk, xl) = −1
4
[ x2j log(xj/xi)
(xj − xi)(xj − xk)(xj − xl) +
x2k log(xk/xi)
(xk − xi)(xk − xj)(xk − xl)
+
x2l log(xl/xi)
(xl − xi)(xl − xj)(xl − xk)
]
. (27)
In this case, we have
CSUSY9 = C
SUSY
10 = BLL, (28)
C
′SUSY
9 = C
′SUSY
10 = 0. (29)
Therefore, ∆+ is given by
∆+ ' −3.578× 108 (BµLL −BeLL)
= −3.578× 108 Γdiχ˜
+
j u˜
∗
k
L Γ
d¯iχ˜
−
j u˜k
R ×
[
Γ
µ¯iχ˜
−
j ν˜
R
k
R Γ
µiχ˜
+
j ν˜
R
k
L − Γ
e¯iχ˜
−
j ν˜
R
k
R Γ
eiχ˜
+
j ν˜
R
k
L
]
× D27(m2χ˜−i ,m
2
χ˜−j
,m2u˜k ,m
2
ν˜Rl
). (30)
In our numerical analysis, we consider the following ansatz of Yukawa neutrino couplings, which
is generated from the expression in Eq.17 and is consistent with neutrino experimental data an
Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) constraints:
Yν =

−0.1179 0.01255 0.00565
−0.00765 0.024137 0.019655
0.002786 − 1.07586 0.46574
 . (31)
It is noticeable that in this texture the coupling corresponds for first two generations are suppressed
( <∼ 10−2), so the associated stringent LFV constraints are satisfied. While the entries of third row,
which correspond to less constrained LFV of tau decay, could be larger. As we will see, these large
Yukawa couplings play important role in enhancing lepton non-universality and reduced RK to the
desired value. With a proper choice of SUSY parameters at low scale (e.g., M1 = M2 = 1 TeV,
M3 = 2 TeV, tanβ = 45, gB−L = 5.12, µ ∼ µ′ = 1.5 TeV and v′ = 4.8 TeV), one gets the following
masses and mixing:
mν˜R1 mχ˜−1
mχ˜−2
mt˜1 Z
R
13 Z
R
16 Z
u
33 Z
u
36 V12 V22
427.5 GeV 1 TeV 1.5 TeV 458 GeV −0.44 0.89 −0.325 −0.95 −0.1 0.99
TABLE II: Benchmark point for RK ' 0.77
9From this example, it clear that higgsino-like chargino is favored for enhancing the lepton non-
universalit. In particular, one finds
Γ
b¯χ˜−1 t˜1
R ' YtZu36(VCKM )33V12 ∼ 0.09, (32)
Γ
b¯χ˜−2 t˜1
R ' YtZu36(VCKM )33V22 ∼ −0.9, (33)
and
Γ
s¯χ˜−2 t˜1
R ' YtZu36(VCKM )23V22 ∼ 0.01. (34)
In addition, Γ
µ¯(e¯)χ˜−2 ν˜1
R is given by
Γ
µ¯(e¯)χ˜−2 ν˜1
R '
1√
2
3∑
b=1
(Yν)3bZ
R
16(UMNS)2(1)bV22 ∼ −0.64(−0.14). (35)
Recall that the right-handed neutrino has a very small coupling with SU(2)L gauge interactions,
therefore the first two terms in Eq. (25,26) give negligible contributions. Therefore,
Γ
µ¯χ˜−1 ν˜
R
1
R Γ
µχ˜+1 ν˜
R
1
L − Γ
e¯χ˜−1 ν˜
R
1
R Γ
eχ˜+1 ν˜
R
1
L = 0.389. (36)
Finally for the above mentioned spectrum, one finds that D27(m
2
χ˜−2
,m2
χ˜−2
,m2
t˜1
,m2
ν˜R1
) ' −1.6×10−7.
Thus ∆+ is given by
∆+ = (−3.58× 108)(−0.9)(0.01)(0.367)(−1.6× 10−7)
' −0.23. (37)
This leads to
RK ' 0.77, (38)
which is consistent with the recent measurement reported in Eq.(1). It is worth noting that as
C ′9 = C ′10 = 0, we have ∆+ = ∆− and hence in our scenario RK∗ = RK = 1 + ∆+. So we have also
RK∗ = 0.78, which lies within 1σ of the LHCb results given in Eq.(2).
As shown below, we can also account for RK with a heavier SUSY spectrum, however, it is
worth mentioning that the light masses considered in the above example are still allowed by the
latest LHC limits [44]. In particular, light stop ∼ 250 GeV is allowed if the lightest neutralino
is rather heavy, so that the decay t˜1 → t + χ˜01 is off-shell. In addition, if the chargino mass is
degenerate with lightest neutralino mass, then the decay χ˜±1 →W±χ˜01 is off-shell and the decay of
stop into chargino via the process t˜→ bχ˜±1 → bW±χ˜01 is suppressed and the experimental exclusion
limits could be evaded.
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It worth nothing that the new BLSSM-IS contributions to RK and RK∗ discussed above are
based on the box diagram mediated by light right-handed sneutrino and higgsino like chargino
with large neutrino Yukawa coupling. As can be seen from Eq.(25), the interaction between muon
(electron)-higgsino-lightest right handed sneutrino is proprtional to
∑
b(Yν)3b(UMNS)2(1)b, as the
largest mixing of right-handed sneutrino, ZR1,3+a, corresponds to a = 1 or 3, while the lepton mixing
is of the same order for all b = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, the difference between muon and electron results
in BR(b→ s`+`−) is mainly due the difference between
∑
b
(Yν)3b(UMNS)2b and
∑
b
(Yν)3b(UMNS)1b.
Since (Yν)32(UMNS)22 ' (Yν)32(UMNS)12, the main difference is coming from
(Yν)33(UMNS)23 vs. (Yν)33(UMNS)13.
Since (UMNS)13 < (UMNS)23, the box contribution to b→ se+e− is smaller than the contribution to
b→ sµ+µ−, hence the observed lepton non-universality can be accommodated. These ingredients
would require extending the MSSM with two right-handed superfields, so that one can implement
the inverse seesaw mechanism with large Yν and light right-handed sneutrino. The B-L SUSY
model, BLSSM-IS, is an interesting example of this extensions, motivated by enlarge the SM gauge
group with an extra U(1)B−L symmetry.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To confirm our analytical result, we perform comprehensive numerical analysis, based on Fla-
vorKit [45], SARAH [46] and SPheno [47]. We have performed randam scan over the following
parameter space
Moreover, it is assumed that gBL = 0.5, µii ' 10−9 GeV, mη1 ∼ mη2 ' 1 TeV. In Fig. 2 (left panel),
we display the results of RK as function of mν˜R for different values of low energy SUSY parameters,
where most of the SUSY particles are quite heavy, except one of the right-handed sneutrino, light
stop, and the lightest chargino. Here, we assume µM2, so that the lightest chargino is higgsino-
like. As can be seen from this figure, the right-handed sneutrino box diagram may give a significant
contribution to RK if mν˜R1
<∼ 1.5 TeV and also mt˜1 ,mχ˜± <∼ 1 TeV. It is interesting to note that
reducing RK down to ∼ 0.7 does not require very light SUSY spectrum. This can be understood
11
Parmeters Scanned Range
M1, M2 [100,1000] GeV
M3 [2,3] TeV
tanβ [10,60]
Diagonal sfermion masses [100, 2000] GeV
At, Ab, Aτ , Aν As [-2,-1] TeV
Other trilinear couplings 0
MH1 [100,2000] GeV
MH2 [-2000,-100] GeV
TABLE III: Ranges of performed scan
from the fact that the suppression in the loop function with heavy masses can be compensated
by possible enhancements of the interaction couplings. It is also notable that, as expected, larger
values of RK , i.e., between 0.9 and 1, are much more plausible. Indeed, RK ' 0.7 can be realized
at a specific region of the parameter space. However, it is important to note that there is no similar
region in the MSSM or other SUSY models. Thus, it is a striking features of BLSSMIS model,
with TeV scale right-handed (s)neutrinos and inverse seesaw mechanism. As advocated in the
introduction, the SM contribution to b→ s`+`− is given by one loop penguin diagrams, therefore,
it is quite plausible for our right-handed sneutrino box diagram with large couplings to compete
the SM effect and gives non-universal contribution to b→ sµ+µ− and b→ se+e− transitions.
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FIG. 2: (lLeft) RK versus the lightest right-handed sneutrino mass in the BLSSMIS. (Right) BR(µ→ eγ)
versus RK .
As pointed out in Ref. [39, 43] that inverse seesaw mechanism with large neutrino Yukawa
couplings is stringently constrained by experimental limits of charged LFV, in particular BR(µ→
12
eγ) <∼ 10−13. Therefore, in Fig. 2 (right panel), we plot a correlation between BR(µ → eγ) and
RK , for the same set of input parameters considered in the left panel plot. As can be seen from
this figure, the constraints from µ → eγ limit our results for RK to be >∼ 0.8. However, smaller
values of RK with BR(µ→ eγ) < 10−13 is quite plausible, but would require scanning over a wider
range of the parameter space and also considering different textures of Yukakw neutrino.
In Fig. 3, we show the relevant mixings, V12, Z
R
14, and Z
u
13, versus the chargino, lightest sneutrino,
and light stop, respectively. One can notice that large mixings can be obtained even if the masses
are of order TeV. Those plots are constructed by the same set of results used in Fig. 2. From this
figure, we aim to show that large mixing V12, Z
R
14 and Z
u
13, which are crucial for reducing RK , can
be naturally obtained.
In our numerical example, we used modified Casas-Ibarra formula and generated the neutrino
Yukawa couplings, Yν , as given in Eq. (31). This is just an example of set of neutrino Yukawa
couplings that can be generated by different values of orthogonal matrix X, or the neutrino mas
parameters MR and µs. In this example (Yν)23 is of order one and this may give an impression
that such large coupling is essential for explaining the RK puzzle, however, as mentioned above,
the main reason of such lepton non-universality is the difference between lepton mixing (UMNS)23
and (UMNS)13 with large (Yν)33. It is worth stressing that the third generation entries of Yν are
not constrained by lepton flavor process, unlike the first two generations. In our analysis, which
is based on FlavorKit and Spheno, all constraints from lepton and quark flavor violations, like
b→ sγ, b→ sνν, B − B¯ mixing, `i → `jγ, `i → 3`j , etc., are implemented and they are naturally
satisfied by quite heavy sfermion masses that we consider. As mentioned above, we found that
the stringent constraint is due to µ → eγ and once this constraint is imposed, other constraints
automatically satisfied.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown that, unlike the MSSM and other SUSY extensions, the BLSSMIS
model provides a simultaneous explanation for the recent results of RK and RK∗ , which are in
clear disagreements with the SM predictions. We emphasized that the fundamental ingredient in
this class of models that allows for the new lepton non-universal results is the existence of a light
right-handed sneutrino, with large non-universal Yukawa couplings with leptons. This particle can
generate a new box diagram that provides an important different contributions to b → s`+`−,
with ` = µ and e. We have shown explicitly, analytically and numerically, that this box diagram
13
has the potential to account for the measured results. Large neutrino Yukawa couplings play a
crucial role in violating the lepton flavor universality, therefore if these results are confirmed by
the forthcoming data, they will be clear signals for new physics not only beyond the SM but also
beyond minimal SUSY models.
Finally, it is worth noting that a Lepton Flavor Violating (LFV) process, like B → Kµ+e−
can also be generated in our model, however, with a lower rate than that of the lepton conserving
process B → Kµ+µ−, due to the smallness of (Yν)1i couplings. We find that the branching ratio
of this LFV process is about two order of magnitude smaller than its current experimental limit,
which is given by BR(B → Kµ+e−) < 0.7 × 10−6. Since the SM prediction for this process is
negligibly small, any probe for this process in future experiments would be another smoking gun
signature of our model with light RH sneutrino.
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FIG. 3: (Left) The chargino mixing V12 versus the lightest chargino mass. (Middle) The right-handed
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u
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